
From: Jaryn Emhof (Jaryn@excelined.org) <jaryn@excelined.org>
To: Bennett, Tony <drtonybennett@gmail.com>

Bowen, Stephen <stephenbowen@myfairpoint.net>
Cerf, Chris <cdcerf@gmail.com>
Gist,Deborah <Deborah.Gist@ride.ri.gov>
Huffman, Kevin <kevin.s.huffman@tn.gov>
Janet Barresi <jcb@sde.ok.gov>
Pastorek, Paul <pastorekpg@gmail.com>
Robinson, Gerard <gtr924@aol.com>
Skandera,Hanna <hannaskandera@yahoo.com>
Smith, Eric <drericjsmith@gmail.com>

CC: Mary Laura Bragg (MaryLaura@excelined.org) <MaryLaura@excelined.org>
Patricia Levesque (Patricia@excelined.org) <patricia@excelined.org>
JohnBailey (john.bailey@dutkograyling.com) <john.bailey@dutkograyling.com>

Date: Tue, 2/28/2012 4:31:38 PM
Subject: Thoughts from Kevin and Tony regarding Hess' Letter

Chiefs,
 
Eric asked me to share the below thoughts Tony and Kevin have put together regarding Rick Hess’ open letter.  He
would like to discuss these further on Friday’s call.
 
Jaryn
 
 
From Tony:
Chiefs,

I am writing this as a discussion document regarding the inquiries, and discussions we and others have had regarding Chiefs for
Change and "what we are about."  As an original member, and chair, I feel it is important for me to start this discussion with
hope it becomes some of our discussion next month in DC.

To begin, I want to start with a question.  That question is this - Who are our customers?

I ask that question with the request that we (especially the 5 original members and Hanna because she was with us as staff)
reflect on how and why we came together.  My recollection is that we came together to support each other and drive student-
centered reforms in our individual states while agreeing to a common set of principles.  The focus on supporting each other,
student-centered reforms, and those guiding principals were and still are very important to me personally.

Now, with all that said, I go back to my question.  Who are our customers?  My feelings are that we all came together with the
strong belief that the students in our individual states are our customers.  Our guiding principles focus on that belief, and all of
our original conversations were entirely focused on that.  As a matter of fact, all of us took and still take pride in the fact that we
"take on the establishment" and keep our focus on what is best for the kids in each of our states. During those early times, I
never remember asking "who is on our side" or "who our friends are."

The discussions the last two weeks, especially those surrounding the waiver process seem to have changed our focus.  We now
seem to be spending time talking about what our "reformer friends think" and "who is with us" on certain issues. 

That brings me to my original question - Who are our customers?  Are they:  The teacher unions?  No, we have always seemed
pretty happy to oppose them for the sake of our students.  The other "unions" (superintendents, school boards, principals,
etc...)?  No, we have always seen them as obstructionists or apathetic to student-centered reforms.  Schools of education? No,
we have pushed them hard to better prepare teachers. 

I maintain that we should view the Checker Finn's Kati Haycock's, Arne Duncan's and Rick Hess's of the world the same way. 
They, like those above are also not our customers.  Like we disagree with the first group I mentioned, I believe from time to time
we may disagree with those people like Checker, Kati, Arne, and Rick.  I believe we can be just fine with those disagreements
as long as we support each other, drive student-centered reforms, and follow our guiding principles.

In conclusion, I hope we get back to the righteous indignation we all had when we put this group together because we think not
about our "friends" or "enemies" during our discussions and actions.  Instead, we should always think about customers -
regardless of who that puts us at odds with.

Thanks for reading, and let's talk about this in DC.
TB.



From Kevin:
1) Chiefs for Change has been pretty clear about what we believe in. In case that somehow has been lost through the lens of the
waiver discussion, here it is: [lay out a few principles at the core of our work in bullets].
 
2) In terms of the broader federalism discussion that you raise, we certainly believe that states (and districts, and schools, and
parents) are better positioned to make decisions than the federal government. That said, we also believe that there is a role for
all of us in ensuring that we can live up to the promise of advancing achievement for all students. Within Chiefs for Change, we
have a bipartisan group of chiefs who all believe that there is a role for the federal government in defining goals and objectives.
We broadly support local control - hence the fact that most of us submitted waiver applications - but our primary focus is not
federalism, but rather outcomes for students, facilitated by smart policies at all levels of the system. There are other
organizations that are focused exclusively on federalism; we try to focus exclusively on results for kids.
 
3) In terms of the waiver process, yes, we have some complaints about the process. In particular, the peer review portion of the
process was tedious, disconnected from the communication by the department, and designed to give different constituencies a
seat at the waiver table as opposed to yielding the best outcomes. We have shared these concerns, and more, with the
Secretary and the Department. That doesn't take away from the fact that we support the effort of the Administration to move
forward with a waiver process. We disagree that we ultimately received "little real flexibility." That is simply not true.
 
4) It has been interesting to watch the way the post-waiver autopsies have played out. Our members stepped out and proposed
bold, new, innovative accountability plans in an effort to improve results for children. We have nonetheless been criticized from
the left (essentially for not just re-constructing NCLB) and the from the right (for playing ball in the first place). While this likely is
evidence that we are doing the right things, it does reinforce the odd policy wonk echo chamber inside DC. We wish the think
tankers spent more time criticizing the places that are doing the same things with the same results, and less time criticizing the
people sticking their necks out to improve results.
 
 


